Station level preparedness- crews were directed to perform a “mock drill” around the stations installing shutters and identifying areas around the fire station that may need focused attention.

Fire Facilities Assessment- personnel conducted an assessment of roof conditions, operability of station generators, and overall conditions of the supportive infrastructure.
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INITIAL IAP OF HURRICANE IRMA

- Accountability/Call In procedures
- Hurricane Operating Guidelines
- Documentation (214)
- Flood Safety
- Heat Exhaustion
- Back Feeding Power Lines
- Chainsaw Safety
MONITOR FORECAST AND PROJECTED PATH FOR HURRICANE IRMA
HURRICANE OPERATIONS GUIDELINES

- Vacation, Personal Holiday, and Time Trade Cancellations
- Up-staffing of Units
- USAR Staging
- PSN Shelters
MEDIA BRIEFINGS

- Evacuation announcement of MHP
- Generator Safety Briefings
WINDSHIELD SURVEYS
DEPLOYMENT OF CART-SAC TEAMS

- WOODS TRUCK/MARINE RESCUES
- TARP INSTALLMENT, DEBRIS CLEAN UP, TREE REMOVAL
STRIKE TEAM DEPLOYMENTS

- Engine/Rescue Companies
- Tankers
  - Deployed to Cocoa
- UAV Response
- Task Force 4
  - Deployed Putnam County
COMMUNITY OUTREACH & ASSISTANCE

- Water Bottle Distribution
- Bug Repellant
- Rain Tarp Installation